
 
 

BYLAWS & INFORMATION BOOKLET 

APA POOL LEAGUE OF SUFFOLK, NY 

 

Jerry Bayer & Melissa Cossidente 

League Operators 

Serving Suffolk County Since 1996 

 

 

Office Hours: 

Monday – Friday:   11am – 6pm 

First Week of Each Session – until 8:30pm 

 

LOCAL LEAGUE OFFICE INFORMATION 

 

Mail to:           APA Pool League, PO Box 186, 

    Port Jefferson Station, NY  11776 

Phone:            631-923-2701 

Fax:        631-923-2702 

Cell:       631-312-6157 

Website:      suffolkny.apaleagues.com 

Email:          Missy: APAMissy@optimum.net  

             Jerry: Jbayer066@optonline.net 

Chase QuickPay:     APAMissy@optimum.netQ 

 

National Website:  poolplayers.com 

 

We thank you for choosing to play in the APA Pool 
League.  We hope you enjoy some friendly 
competition, you meet many new friends and most 
of all - have some fun!   

Please show good sportsmanship to your opponent 
and hopefully you will receive the same in return.   
Contact us if we can help with anything. 

 

Good Luck and Good Shooting! 

https://suffolkny.apaleagues.com/
mailto:apamissy@optimum.net
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Please call the Division Representative (Rep) listed on your 
scoresheet.  Each Division Rep is normally assigned to a 
different night with a partner.  If one doesn’t answer right 
away, call the other.  They are here to help you on play nights 
with rules questions and to solve disputes.  Please get in the 
habit of calling them. 
 
Sunday:  Ashley Okvist – 631-831-8803                      
          

Monday:  Lena Rapisarda – 631-748-3679 
 
 

Tuesday:     Stephanie Fatigati – 631-338-8773 
                        Kannika Hatzakorzian – 631-682-6614 
 

Wednesday:   Stephanie Fatigati – 631-338-8773 
                          Ashley Okvist – 631-831-8803 
 

Thursday: Mike Nelson – 631-896-7070                              
Kannika Hatzakorzian – 631-682-6614 

           
 

APA Official Team Manual rulings apply except as noted in 

the following pages. 

 

GENERAL RULES 
1. Any team that drops out early will still be responsible for the remainder of 
the session’s weekly dues.  A team that is consistently late with dues will have 
to pay the next sessions last two weeks up front as well as any money owed 
from previous sessions.  In addition, any individual player that owes money 
from one team and is due prize money from a different team will have to 
forfeit their share of the prize money and will not be allowed into any 
tournaments until the amount due is paid. 

 
2. The League Office will not interfere with player/team problems due to 
personal issues with a Host Location.  If a player is not allowed in a Host 
Location and your team is playing there, you will have to make do without 
that player that night.  There will be an automatic 2-week suspension 
(minimum) for players who have past issues and feel the need to continue an 
argument on League nights. 
 
3. Play is scheduled to begin at the start time, there is no grace period!  Only 
one player from each team is necessary to begin.  If there is a player available, 
they cannot choose to wait for the Team Captain to show to begin.  If no 
players are available at start time, you must call your Division Rep to receive 
your first forfeit.  After 15 minutes, you can call again to receive the second 
forfeit and after 30 minutes, your team will receive a full forfeit for the night.  
Full weekly dues are collected for all scheduled matches. 
 
4. Make-Ups:  Walk-in make-ups are not allowed.  If a team needs a full team 
make-up, they must contact the League Office at least 48 hours in advance.  
Otherwise, players may utilize the Playback Rule. 
 
5. Playback Rule:  Teams may use this rule twice per session and only once in 
a night.  It may not be used in Playoffs, Tri-Cups or Higher Level Tournament.  
If your team is short a player on a given night, you can notify the other team 
before the 3rd match is over that you will be utilizing the Playback Rule.  You 
may play a member twice in that match.  All members from your team that 
started the night must still be available to be chosen.  The opposing team will 
choose the player to play the last match. The player chosen must keep your 
team within the 23-Rule and the opposing team cannot choose someone to 
force the 23-Rule to be broken.  In addition, you must be able to prove you 
could have fielded 23 with one of the remaining players on your roster.  
Example – you play 7-6-4-3 and use the playback.  If you don’t have another 
3 (who isn’t present) on your roster to field the 23-Rule then you have broken 
it, even if you play your 3 again.  If both teams need to use the Playback Rule 
on the same night, then each team will choose their own players.   If both 
teams are short a player and one team chooses to use the rule and the other 
team declines, then the team that chose to use it will be charged with using 
it and will receive forfeit points for that match.  
 
 
 



6. If you haven’t started your final match by 10:30 (or 3 hours past start for 
Sunday divisions) and there is an extra table available at your location, you 
must start the next match on that table – it’s not a choice. If your opponent 
refuses, please call your Division Rep and they will award a forfeit if 
necessary.  Please refer to Splitting Matches in the General Rules section of 
your APA Official Team Manual for complete information on when and how 
to “split matches” when a second table is available.  Please become familiar 
with this rule, as it will help all of us get home at a reasonable hour. 

 
FEES & POINTS 

1.  Weekly dues are $50 per team, owed each week, except when your team 
has a scheduled bye.   Full weekly dues are owed during Playoffs as well. 
 

2.  There will be a $20 fee for returned checks.  If two or more checks are 
returned, only money orders will be accepted.  We encourage Team Captains 
to pay by zellepay – send to: apamissy@optimum.net, check or money order 
as we are not responsible for lost or stolen cash.  All checks can be made out 
to:  APA Pool League  
 
 
3.  Byes and full team forfeits are worth 8 points in 8-Ball and 60 in 9-Ball.  
Individual match forfeits are worth 2 points in 8-Ball and 15 points in 9-Ball 
with the exception of Playoffs, Tri-Cups and Higher Level Tournaments where 
an individual 8-Ball match is worth 3 points and the 9-Ball is worth 20 points. 
 
5.  If you suspect a mistake or are missing any points from forfeits, makeups, 
byes that weren’t scored or any kind of mistake, you MUST alert the League 
Office before the last two weeks of play.  

 
 

PLAYING RULES 
1.  Player Selection:  When one player is on the hill in 8-Ball or one player is 
down to their last 10 balls in 9-Ball, both teams must put up the players for 
the next match.  Whichever team is supposed to put up next, please do it.  
This way the players selected can put their sticks together, get a drink, use 
the restroom or smoke if they need and they can get on the table right when 
the previous match ends.  We need to make our nights shorter! 
 

2.  Remember to mark your pocket on the 8-Ball as it may result in a loss of 
game if you don’t.  Chalk, Money and weapons are not acceptable markers.  
Wallets, special coins and personal chalk holders are allowed. 
 

3.  Coaches are allowed to place the cue ball in a ball-in-hand situation when 
a time-out is called.  Please use caution when positioning the cue ball in a 
ball-in-hand situation.  When placing the cue ball, if you or your coach 
touches another ball with your hand or the cue ball, it is a foul resulting in 
ball-in-hand for the opponent.  It is acceptable to move the cue ball around 
with the tip of your stick when you have ball-in-hand.  Only the coach and the 
shooter are allowed at the table during a time-out.  It is permissible for the 
coach to talk with other members of the team but the coach should go to 
them and relay information back to the player.   
 

4.  If a player declines the shot by physically handing you the cue ball, and you 
in turn hand it back declining your shot, a stalemate may be declared and the 
game will be replayed.  In addition, if 6 Defensive Shots are taken in a row, 
one after the other, (3 by you & 3 by your opponent) a stalemate may be 
declared if both players agree and that game will be replayed.   
 

5.  If a player is setting up for their shot and accidentally moves a ball other 
than the cue ball, it is not a foul.  The ball must be replaced to where it was 
as agreed by the opponent or placed by the opponent and the game 
proceeds.  If the player moves a ball during or after their shot is taken, it must 
be moved back to where it was, after the cue ball stops, by the opponent and 
it is not a foul.  If a ball is moved during or after the shot and the cue ball 
comes around and hits the moved ball in its new location then it is a foul 
resulting in ball-in-hand for the opponent and the balls remain in their current 
location. Remember, once the cue ball is in motion, you shouldn’t touch 
anything on the table; wait until it stops to move balls back. 

 

PATCHES 
  

All players will receive their first 8-on-the-Break, 8 Break-and-Run, 9-on-the-

Snap and 9 Break-and-Run patches for free, each session.  All other patches 

available are listed on the patch form located on our website – 

suffolkny.apaleagues.com.  Please keep track of patches on this form and 



send in mid-session and then start a new log for the remainder of the session.  

We will send patches out twice per session if these sheets are received. 

  

 

 

SCORING AND LEAGUE APPS 

 

Defensive Shots must be marked on scoresheets as they occur.  If you do not 

know what a Defensive Shot is, please refer to Defensive Shots in the General 

Rules of your APA Official Team Manual for a complete explanation of 

Defensive Shots, sometimes referred to as “safeties” or ask your Division Rep.  

Penalty points may be assigned and/or handicaps adjusted if Defensive Shots 

are not marked. 

 
All scorekeeping will be done on the scorekeeper app. Please download 

the app from your app store.  You must claim your account to be able to 

access the league app and scoring app.  Please check with the office to get 

your account set up.  

If you are adding players to your team, they must go to:  

join.poolplayers.com to sign up and pay their membership online with a 

credit card.  Once they sign up, you can search for them through the edit 

roster/add player tab.   

These are the two apps for you to use

 

 

 

 

 

SUFFOLK COUNTY LEAGUE PLAY 
The APA started in Suffolk County in 1994 and has been run by us since 1996.  

We run 3 sessions per year as follows: 
 

Summer – Begins in mid-May and ends in August; typically, a 12 to 13 week 

session, plus Playoffs.   Summer is the first session you can qualify your team 

for the yearly World Pool Qualifier.    
 

Fall – Begins early in September and ends before the holidays in December; 

typically, a 14 to 15 week session, plus playoffs. 
 

Spring – Begins in January and ends in May; typically, a 14 to 15 week session, 

plus playoffs.  
 

Depending when holidays are, there may or may not be a week off between 

each session.  Normally there isn’t any play on New Year’s Eve, Easter, 

Memorial Day weekend, July 4, Labor Day weekend, Thanksgiving and 

Christmas.   

 

PLAYOFFS 
Every team in the Suffolk County APA makes the Playoffs at the end of every 

session.   The top teams in each division will make “Tier-1” and the bottom 

teams will make “Tier-2”.  In order for your team mates to be eligible for 

Playoffs, they must play at least 4 actual matches with your team during the 

session.  Teams have all session to get their players’ scores in.  Forfeit matches 

do not count.  The teams you will play are set according to the standings of 

each division.  Exact formats can be found on the website under the 

“Captain’s Corner” tab.  Please refer to Tie-Breaking Procedures in the 

General Rules section of your APA Official Team Manual for complete 

information on how it is decided which team places ahead of the other. 

 

 

 



 

TRI-CUP TOURNAMENTS 
In order to be eligible to play in a Tri-Cup, you must have played at least 4 

times with your team in the session the Tri-Cup is taking place and you must 

have at least 6 lifetime match scores.   All winning teams from each division 

in Suffolk County will go into a “hat” and will be drawn to play each other at 

the Tri-Cup tournaments.  All Prize money is awarded only at the Tri-Cup 

level. 

 

Tier-1 and Tier-2 

 

Tier-1 

The winning teams of the Tier-1 Playoffs will proceed on to the Tier-1 Tri-Cup 

Tournament which is held within a month of when the session ended.  They 

will receive their choice of award; different awards are offered and the “End 

of Session Award Flyer” must be filled out and sent in.  Each team will also 

receive $400 at the Tri-Cup Tournament for showing up!  Each team will play 

1-2 team matches (depending on the draw) during the Tri-Cup tournament.    

Each Tri-Cup is played down to a certain number of teams - approximately 8-

10 each session.  Final winners will each receive another $400 in prize money 

and are now qualified to play in our World Pool Qualifier which is held in 

May/June each year.   The Tier-1 teams will play 1-2 rounds to become 

qualified in the World Pool Qualifier.  
 

Tier-2 

The winning teams of the Tier-2 Playoffs will proceed on to the Tier-2 Tri-Cup 

Tournament which is typically held within a month of when the session 

ended.  Depending on the draw, most teams will only have to play one round; 

however, some will play two.   Winning teams will each receive a $400 cash 

prize.  All teams that win the $400 payout will then play in a Tier-2 ”Play Down 

Tournament” where 1 winner from 8-Ball and 1 winner from 9-Ball will 

become qualified for the World Pool Qualifier.  The Tier-2 teams will play 4 to 

6 rounds to become qualified in the World Pool Qualifier.   

 

 

 

WORLD POOL QUALIFIER INFORMATION 
Once teams are qualified for the World Pool Qualifier, they must comply with 

the following rules to maintain their eligibility: 

• The roster at the end of the Spring Session will be your team's roster 

for the World Pool Qualifier and World Pool Championships, as long 

as the conditions listed below are met.  Players who were on the 

roster when the team qualified, but are not on the roster in the 

Spring Session leading into the World Qualifier, are not eligible 

because they are no longer considered part of the team.   

• You must remain active as a team in any session(s) following your 

qualification.  You may play in a different division but at least four (4) 

players must stay together as a team. 

• If you have a player or two that drop off for the Fall Session, it’s ok.  

However, they must rejoin the team in the Spring Session and follow 

the score guidelines below.  

• You must remain competitive.  Please refer to 50% Rule For Qualified 

Teams in the Tournament Information And Rules section of your APA 

Official Team Manual for complete information on qualified teams 

not finishing in the top half of their division.   

• You must keep a proper scoresheet.  The APA will be heavily 

scrutinizing teams that do not mark Defensive Shots.  Defensive Shots 

are made in almost every match so make sure you mark them!  All 

scoresheets that you send in during weekly play, Playoffs and all 

post–session tournaments are sent to the APA.  Get in the habit of 

keeping score properly.  

• All players must have 10 lifetime scores to be able to play in the 

World Pool Qualifier in the format for which they are qualified; 10 

actual match scores in 8-Ball to play in 8-Ball and the same for 9-Ball.  

In addition, all players must play at least 4 times in the Spring Session 

on the team they are qualified with, in order to play in the World 

Pool Qualifier.  Playing 2 times on the qualified team and 2 times on 

another team will not be accepted. 



• Adding/Dropping Players: Once your team is qualified, your roster is 

considered “original”.  You may add & drop players but the following 

must be noted:  The dropped players will not participate in the World 

Pool Qualifier with you and will not travel to Las Vegas with you if 

you win unless they play with this team 4 times in the Spring Session.  

If you add a player that already plays in the APA, who has at least 20 

scores and is a member in good standing, they may play with you in 

the World Pool Qualifier if they play 4 times in the Spring Session.  If 

you add a brand-new player who has never played APA before or you 

add an APA 9-Ball player to an 8-Ball team, your team must re-qualify 

in order for those players to be eligible to play with you in the World 

Pool Qualifier.  What that means is you must come in 1st place or win 

the Playoffs in your division in the session they are added or any 

following session for those players to be eligible.  If not, they will be 

dropped from the roster prior to the World Pool Qualifier and will not 

travel with you to the World Pool Championships in Las Vegas.  The 

rest of the team is ok to play.   

 
 

         

 

 

Summer 2022 


